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Abstract—Enhanced control capabilities are required to coor-
dinate the response of increasingly diverse controllable resources,
including FACTS devices, energy storage, demand response
and fast-acting generation. Model-predictive control (MPC) has
shown great promise for accommodating these devices in a
corrective control framework that exploits the thermal overload
capability of transmission lines and limits detrimental effects of
contingencies. This work expands upon earlier implementations
by incorporating voltage magnitudes and reactive power into
the system model utilized by MPC. These improvements provide
a more accurate prediction of system behavior and enable
more effective control decisions. Performance of this enhanced
MPC strategy is demonstrated using a model of the Californian
power system containing 4259 buses. Sparsity in modelling and
control actions must be exploited for implementation on large
networks. A method is developed for identifying the set of controls
that is most effective for a given contingency. The proposed
MPC corrective control algorithm fits naturally within energy
management systems where it can provide feedback control or act
as a guide for system operators by identifying beneficial control
actions across a wide range of devices.

Index Terms—Power system control; Power system modeling;
Model predictive control; Corrective control; Power system
operation; Dynamic line rating.

I. INTRODUCTION

RELIABLE operation of electric power systems depends
upon system operators continually monitoring system

behavior and enacting control decisions. As new technologies
emerge and greater investment is directed toward distributed
renewable energy assets, traditional operating strategies must
adapt accordingly. Faced with a large number of small dis-
tributed devices, system operators will find it more challenging
to quickly identify the most useful control actions during
system events. Methods which are capable of operating in
real-time to provide feedback control or decision support
will provide a valuable resource to system operators as they
respond to stressed network conditions.

The development of tools to identify corrective actions has
been of interest for several decades. These algorithms must
be capable of considering a variety of control devices while
operating quickly and reliably [1], and have traditionally been
divided between power redispatch [2]–[5] and transmission
switching [6]–[8]. The binary nature of switching actions
requires mixed-integer models which are difficult to solve
in real-time for large networks. In contrast, linear models
offer straightforward implementation for large-scale systems
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but must be carefully tailored to cater for power system
nonlinearities [9], [10].

Model-predictive control (MPC) provides a systematic ap-
proach to resolving discrepancies arising from the use of
linear models for controlling nonlinear systems [11], [12].
MPC uses an internal (approximate) model of the system to
predict behavior and establish an optimal control sequence.
The control actions from the first step of this sequence are
implemented on the actual system. Subsequent measurement
of the resulting system behavior provides the initial conditions
for MPC to again predict behavior and recalculate an optimal
control sequence. The feedback inherent in the repetition of
this process allows MPC to control a broad range of devices
while effectively satisfying a multi-period constrained optimal
power flow problem.

Early investigations into the use of MPC for relieving
thermal overloading of transmission lines were undertaken in
[13], [14]. To return line currents to within their long-term
ratings following a contingency, MPC regulated the angle on
phase-shifting transformers, redispatched generation, and shed
load as a last resort. The study found that both the length of
the prediction horizon and the accuracy of the network model
can have an appreciable influence on the ability of MPC to
meet its control objectives.

The work presented in [15] further expanded on these ideas
by incorporating a temperature-based model of transmission
lines [16], [17]. Enforcing a temperature limit on a transmis-
sion line while considering actual ambient conditions provides
greater flexibility than the conservative assumptions typically
used in device ratings. Employing a temperature model of
transmission lines has been possible for several decades using
dynamic line rating technologies [18]–[21]. The authors of
[15] pointed out that moving to a temperature-based model of
transmission line loading reduces the likelihood of incorrect
operation of the control scheme.

The shift toward distributed renewable generation and en-
ergy storage technologies has motivated further investiga-
tion of MPC-based cascade mitigation. In [22], [23], brief
temperature overloads are relieved using energy storage and
curtailment of renewables in addition to the control measures
utilized in [13], [15]. This work demonstrated the ability of
MPC to prevent cascading overloads in small test networks.
To do so, it made use of a linear dc power flow formulation.
In contrast, real power systems have thousands of buses and
branches, and voltage and reactive power considerations be-
come increasingly important during major contingencies. This
current paper therefore expands upon the MPC methodology
presented in [22], [23] to account for voltage magnitudes
and reactive power. The improved model identifies more
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Fig. 1. Overview of MPC strategy.

appropriate control actions which limit detrimental thermal
behavior. Additionally, an approach to extending control to
large networks is developed and demonstrated on a 4259-bus
model of the Californian electricity network.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section II describes
the controller formulation and updated device models. Sec-
tion III presents improved power flow and line loss models.
A technique to reduce the computational burden of large
networks is developed in Section IV, with Section V provid-
ing a demonstration using the Californian network. Finally,
Section VI concludes the paper.

II. CONTROLLER FORMULATION

A. Model-predictive control

The term MPC does not refer to a specific control strategy
but rather to a class of strategies which utilize a process model
to establish a control sequence that minimizes an objective
function over a specified horizon [11]. If the horizon is finite or
the model imperfect, the strategy is repeated as time progresses
and new information becomes available. The proposed MPC
strategy repeatedly solves a form of multi-period optimal
power flow that considers slower dynamic processes associated
with transmission line conductor temperature, energy storage
state-of-charge, and ramp-limited generation. For such pro-
cesses, a controller response rate on the order of one to two
minutes is sufficient. Sub-second voltage and generator tran-
sients are significantly faster than the time constants of these
slower processes. It is assumed fast transients are stabilized
by standard closed-loop controls, e.g. generator AVRs/PSSs,
and are ignored in the MPC model.

Fig. 1 outlines the MPC control strategy. At time k, all
measurements necessary to model the network, zmeask , are pro-
vided to the controller. These measurements include voltages,
generation, storage state-of-charge, device operating states,
network configuration, transmission line temperatures, and the
most recent load and renewable forecasts. This information
is obtained from SCADA/PMU measurements and state esti-
mation1, and determines the initial value of the system state,

1The time delays inherent in SCADA and state estimation can be ignored
as they are small relative to the time constants of the dynamic processes
considered in this MPC formulation.

x[0|k]. MPC then builds an optimization problem to determine
a control sequence, u[0 . . .M − 1|k], over a horizon of M
time-steps while considering its effects on states, x[1 . . .M |k],
using a model of the network. The controls are selected
to track scheduled set-point values2 for both the controls,
usp[k . . . k +M − 1], and states, xsp[k + 1 . . . k +M ], over
the prediction horizon. Once an optimal control sequence is
identified, the controls from the first step in the sequence,
u[0|k], are applied to the physical system. The physical system
responds to the controls as time advances from k to k+1, and
the process repeats when new system measurements, zmeask+1 ,
become available.

The MPC strategy extends naturally to power system appli-
cations due to its compatibility with present economic dispatch
techniques. The MPC formulation presented in this work
operates every minute whereas traditional security constrained
economic dispatch programs operate every five minutes [24],
[25]. In the PJM and NYISO networks, severe overloads
exceeding the load dump or short-term emergency ratings,
respectively, must be resolved within five minutes [25], [26]
to prevent tripping of a transmission line which can further
exacerbate the problem. MPC identifies an optimal response
within this time-frame while considering future effects of the
control actions and minimizing deviations from the economic
dispatch. In this way, the proposed controller assumes the role
of a system operator responding to thermal rating and voltage
magnitude concerns in real time while seeking to maintain, as
best possible, the economic schedule.

B. Optimization problem

The optimal control problem solved within MPC is a
quadratic program (QP). A high level summary of the network
model embedded in the program is provided in (1).

minimize Deviation from economic dispatch
s.t. Generator constraints

Renewable constraints
Load constraints
Storage constraints
Power flow constraints
Thermal constraints.

(1)

As a QP, the objective function is quadratic while the con-
straints are linear. The program considers time-coupled be-
havior to predict the power system response over the interval
[k, k+M ]. The system dynamics are discretized using forward
Euler with sample time Ts. The measured system states zmeask

define the initial states of the MPC model, x[0|k]. The discrete
control actions u[0|k] identified by MPC are implemented on
the physical network in a step-wise manner with constant step-
width Ts, giving u(t) := u[0|k] for t ∈ [kTs, (k+1)Ts). When
the value of k is obvious from context, the notation u[l|k] is
condensed to u[l].

The implementation of (1) in this work is similar to that
of [22], [23] but with the model extended to incorporate

2These scheduled values are typically established by economic dispatch.
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voltage magnitudes and reactive power. Many adaptations
to the network model are slight and are presented in the
remainder of this section for completeness. More significant
changes are discussed in Section III.

1) Objective and variables: The objective of (1) is to
minimize the cost of corrective actions which deviate from
a prespecified dispatch while resolving power system limit
violations. The objective function has the form,∥∥x[M ]− xsp[M ]

∥∥
PM

+

M−1∑
l=0

(∥∥x[l]− xsp[l]
∥∥
P
+
∥∥u[l]− usp[l]

∥∥
R

)
. (2)

The notation ∥y∥P represents the quadratic function y⊤Py.
The weighting matrices PM , P , and R are positive definite
with larger weights applied to PM than P to provide flexibility
throughout the horizon while encouraging the controller to
return to the prespecified dispatch by the end of the prediction
horizon.

Not all variables included in the constraints of (1) appear
in the objective function (2). Many are internal variables nec-
essary to model the behavior of the various network elements.
They will be introduced as the constraints of (1) are further
clarified. The state variables x[l] that appear in the objective
function are:

• ∆T̂ij : Relaxed temperature overload on line ij, [°C]
• pGn: Active power output of generator n, [pu]
• qGn: Reactive power output of generator n, [pu]
• En: Energy in storage device n, [pu-hr]
• U+

n , U
−
n : Over (under)-voltage violation at bus n, [%].

The control variables u[l] are:
• ∆pGn: Change in active power of generator n, [pu]
• pcurRn : Active power curtailment of renewable n, [pu]
• predDn: Active power reduction of load n, [pu]
• pSc,n: Charging power of storage device n, [pu]
• pSd,n: Discharging power of storage device n, [pu]
• ψij : Phase angle of phase-shifting transformer ij, [rad].
2) Generator constraints: Within (1), generators are mod-

eled as power sources with ramp-rate limits on their active
power production. As such, their active power output is gov-
erned by a simple discretized dynamic equation in combination
with operating limits on the active and reactive power outputs:

pGn[l + 1] = pGn[l] + ∆pGn[l], (3a)
pGn[0] = pmeasGn , (3b)

∆pminGn [l] ≤ ∆pGn[l] ≤ ∆pmaxGn [l], (3c)

pminGn [l] ≤ pGn[l] ≤ pmaxGn [l], (3d)

pminGn [M ] ≤ pGn[M ] ≤ pmaxGn [M ], (3e)

qminGn [l] ≤ qGn[l] ≤ qmaxGn [l], (3f)

for l ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1}.
Equations (3a) and (3c) ensure that generator active power

output does not change more quickly than its ramp-rate limits
permit, (3b) initializes the generator output to its measured
value at the start of the prediction horizon, and (3d)-(3f)
maintain the active and reactive power within their respective
limits.

3) Renewable constraints: Renewable generators are as-
sumed to operate at unity power factor and only have the
ability to curtail their active power output:

pnomRn [l] = pRn[l] + pcurRn [l], (4a)
0 ≤ pcurRn [l] ≤ pnomRn [l], (4b)

for l ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1}.
In (4a), the output of the renewable source, pRn, plus any

curtailment must equal the nominal forecast, pnomRn . Curtail-
ment remains within limits due to (4b).

4) Load constraints: Loads consume power at a fixed
power factor and can be reduced if necessary:

pnomDn [l] = pDn[l] + predDn[l], (5a)
qnomDn [l]pDn[l] = pnomDn [l]qDn[l], (5b)

0 ≤ predDn[l] ≤ pnomDn [l], (5c)

for l ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1}.
In (5a), the demand of the load, pDn, plus any reduction

must equal the nominal forecast, pnomDn . Equation (5b) ensures
that the reactive power of the load, qDn, is appropriately
adjusted from its nominal forecast, qnomDn , to maintain a con-
stant power factor when active demand is reduced. Demand
reduction limits are enforced by (5c)

5) Storage constraints: Storage devices are limited-energy
devices:

En[l + 1] = En[l] + Tsηc,npSc,n[l]−
Ts
ηd,n

pSd,n[l], (6a)

En[0] = Emeasn , (6b)
pSn[l] = pSc,n[l]− pSd,n[l], (6c)

0 = pSc,n[l]pSd,n[l], (6d)
0 ≤ pSc,n[l] ≤ prateSc,n, (6e)

0 ≤ pSd,n[l] ≤ prateSd,n, (6f)

0 ≤ En[l] ≤ Eraten , (6g)
0 ≤ En[M ] ≤ Eraten , (6h)

for l ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1}.
The relationship between energy, charging, and discharging

in a storage device is established by (6a). The charging and
discharging efficiencies, ηc,n and ηd,n respectively, describe
the losses in the energy conversion process. The energy is
initialized to its measured value using (6b). The net power
demand of storage, pSn, is given by (6c). The complemen-
tarity condition of (6d) eliminates simultaneous charging and
discharging. It is relaxed into a linear formulation using the
approximation described in Appendix A of [22]. The power
and energy capability limits of the device are enforced by
(6e)-(6h).

6) Thermal constraints: Transmission line flow limits are
modelled according to thermal characteristics rather than
power flow, thus permitting brief overloads beyond the nor-
mal rating during emergencies. The thermal dynamics are
linearized as described in Section III-D of [22], with the
linearization point given by the normal line rating. Hence,
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∆Tij is defined relative to the line temperature induced by
rated flow. This results in the model:

∆Tij [l + 1] = τij∆Tij [l] + ρij∆p
loss
ij [l] + µij∆dij [l], (7a)

∆Tij [0] = ∆Tmeasij , (7b)

∆Tij [l] ≤ ∆T̂ij [l], (7c)

0 ≤ ∆T̂ij [l], (7d)

plossij [l] ≥ Fc(δi[l], δj [l], Ui[l], Uj [l]), ∀c ∈ Cij , (7e)

for l ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1}.
Equation (7a) describes the temperature change ∆Tij

from the linearization point due to changes in the losses,
∆plossij = plossij − ploss,limij , and weather conditions, ∆dij =

col(∆qs,ij , ∆T ambij ), with (7b) initializing the temperature
to the measured value. Equations (7c)-(7d) ensure that the
relaxed temperature excursion ∆T̂ij , which is penalized in the
objective function, only takes positive values (corresponding
to unacceptably high temperatures). A high terminal penalty is
assigned to ∆T̂ij to encourage acceptable temperature by the
end of the horizon. The loss model in (7e) differs from that
of [22] to incorporate voltage magnitudes and is discussed in
Section III-C.

III. IMPROVED POWER FLOW

Previous MPC formulations employed a dc power flow
model to relate active power injections to line flows. That
simplified model provides adequate accuracy under normal
operating conditions but is less appropriate as the system
becomes stressed. Furthermore, ignoring reactive power flows
may underestimate line losses and impede MPC’s ability to
remove thermal overloads on lines with significant reactive
power flows. Also, assuming voltage magnitudes remain fixed
at 1 pu may mask unacceptable voltage deviations. Moving to
a power flow formulation that is based on the Jacobian of the
ac power flow equations addresses these issues while satisfying
the QP requirement for linear constraints. This linearized ac
formulation of MPC will be referred to as LAC-MPC.

A. Linearized ac power flow constraints

Including voltage magnitudes within the controller model
enables voltage limits to be enforced and motivates an im-
proved model for losses. As well as improving accuracy,
incorporating reactive power into the LAC-MPC formula-
tion provides additional control options by modeling reactive
compensation devices and utilizing the power factor control
functionality available in certain devices. The updated power
flow constraints are given by,

0 = Pn[l]−
∑
j∈N

(∂Pn
∂Vj

∣∣∣
k
Vj [l]

)
−

∑
ij∈E

( ∂Pn
∂ψij

∣∣∣
k
ψij [l]

)
,

(8a)

0 = Qn[l]−
∑
j∈N

(∂Qn
∂Vj

∣∣∣
k
Vj [l]

)
−

∑
ij∈E

(∂Qn
∂ψij

∣∣∣
k
ψij [l]

)
,

(8b)

for l ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1}.

The terms Pn[l] and Qn[l] respectively represent the sums
of all active and reactive power injections at bus n during
time-step l, with further details provided in (9). A condensed
notation, Vj = [δj , Uj ]

⊤, is used for the voltage angle and
magnitude at bus j in the set of nodes N . The coefficients
∂P
∂V

∣∣
k

and ∂P
∂ψ

∣∣
k

are the sensitivities of the ac active power
equations to changes in voltage angle and magnitude and
to changes in transformer phase-shift, respectively. These
Jacobian elements are available from the state estimator at
time k, the start of the prediction horizon. The coefficients
∂Q
∂V

∣∣
k

and ∂Q
∂ψ

∣∣
k

describe similar sensitivities for the reactive
power equations. The notation ij ∈ E denotes branch ij in the
set of branches E .

The net power injection at a bus is determined by summing
the individual device injections at that bus. Positive values
for generators and renewable sources are treated as injections
while positive values for loads and storage devices are treated
as demands:

Pn[l] =
∑
j∈ΩG

n

pGj [l] +
∑
j∈ΩR

n

pRj [l]

−
∑
j∈ΩD

n

pDj [l]−
∑
j∈ΩS

n

pSj [l], (9a)

Qn[l] =
∑
j∈ΩG

n

qGj [l]−
∑
j∈ΩD

n

qDj [l]. (9b)

for l ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1}. The terms ΩGn , ΩRn , ΩDn , and ΩSn
represent the sets of generators, renewables, loads, and storage
devices at bus n, respectively.

The objective function includes a small penalty on changes
in a generator’s reactive power output relative to the output
measured at the start of the prediction horizon. This improves
the convergence characteristics of the QP by identifying a
unique reactive power allocation when multiple sources are
located at the same bus.

B. Voltage magnitude limits

Power system operation must ensure that voltage magni-
tudes remain within specified limits. These voltage limits
can be incorporated into the LAC-MPC formulation as soft
constraints, where deviations above or below the acceptable
range are penalized in the objective function. Two relaxation
variables, U+

n and U−
n , are defined for each bus with,

U+
n [l] ≥ Un[l]− Umaxn [l], (10a)

U−
n [l] ≥ Uminn [l]− Un[l]. (10b)

Both U+
n and U−

n are (quadratically) penalized for deviating
from zero. For buses with specified voltage schedules such
as generator buses, Umaxn and Uminn are both fixed to the
scheduled voltage magnitude.

C. Loss model

Voltage magnitudes have a small but meaningful influence
on the computation of transmission line losses. Including
voltage magnitudes in the loss formulation can reduce errors
in the line temperature prediction as the controller responds to
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a disturbance. Improving the loss model therefore reduces the
potential for the controller to select erroneous control actions
which are unduly optimistic or pessimistic in their prediction
of temperature. Consequently, resolving these modelling inac-
curacies can reduce the time required for corrective action and
decrease the cost of control.

A new line loss formulation which captures the effects of
both voltage angle and magnitude is incorporated into the
thermal constraints in (7e). This new formulation is based on
expressing the loss equation in polar voltage coordinates. For
line (i, j), losses are given by,

plossij (Ui, Uj , δij) = gij [U
2
i + U2

j − 2UiUj cos(δij)], (11)

where δij = δi − δj . The loss model uses a set of voltage
cases vc = [Ui,c, Uj,c, δij,c]

⊤, c ∈ Cij , where Cij includes the
measured (state estimator) voltage case vmeasc together with
several other cases that are in the vicinity of vmeasc . These
additional cases are selected by considering the Hessian of
(11).

When voltage magnitudes Ui and Uj are positive and the
angle difference across the line |δij | is less than 90 degrees,
the Hessian matrix of (11) will have exactly two positive
eigenvalues [27]. When the Hessian is evaluated at the mea-
sured voltage case vmeasc , the eigenvectors associated with the
positive eigenvalues span a plane centered at vmeasc over which
(11) exhibits locally convex behavior. The additional voltage
cases in Cij are chosen to lie on this plane, and form a circle
centered at vmeasc .

Linearizing (11) at each voltage case vc, c ∈ Cij provides
the loss model for line (i, j):

plossij [l] ≥
∂plossij

∂v

∣∣∣
c

(
v[l]− vc

)
+ plossij (vc), ∀c ∈ Cij (12)

where plossij [l] is the power loss predicted for line (i, j) at time-
step l, which is dependent upon the predicted voltages v[l] at
time-step l, with plossij (vc) calculated using (11). This loss
model closely describes the true nonlinear loss function (11)
while capturing the influence of varying voltage magnitudes.
The performance of this model is explored in [27].

The steps required to set up the loss model for a single
transmission line are outlined as follows:

1) Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hessian
matrix of the loss function, ∇2

vvp
loss
ij (vmeasc ), for the

measured voltage condition.
2) Select additional voltage cases, vc, c ∈ Cij , within

a relatively small circle on the plane spanned by the
eigenvectors associated with the two positive eigenvalues
of the Hessian matrix.

3) Define the linear inequality,

plossij ≥ plossij (vc) +∇vp
loss
ij (vc)

⊤(v − vc), (13)

for the loss equation at each point vc, c ∈ Cij . This set
of inequalities defines the loss model in (7e).

This process can be tuned to improve performance when
specific voltage changes are likely or more significant. For
instance, in networks where voltage magnitudes change little,
linearization neighbors can be biased in the direction of the

eigenvector which emphasizes changes in angle difference.
Further details are provided in [27].

IV. APPLICATION TO LARGE NETWORKS

Testing of MPC in [23] highlighted its capabilities and
benefits, albeit on the relatively small IEEE RTS-96 network.
Practical implementation requires scaling up to realistically
sized networks with thousands of elements. Incorporating all
those elements into a multiperiod optimization results in high-
dimensional problems that incur unacceptably long solution
times and can be numerically unstable. This can be addressed,
however, by selectively limiting the number of constraints and
variables in the problem formulation.

Section IV-A presents a heuristic algorithm for selecting
a set of controllable resources that may be called upon by
MPC. The algorithm uses line flow sensitivities known as
injection shift factors (ISFs) [9]. ISFs describe (to a linear
approximation) the change in the flow on a line resulting from
a change in the injection at a node3. For the active power flow
fij on a line from bus i to bus j, the row vector of ISFs is
given by,

sij =
∂fij
∂[δ, U ]

(∂[P,Q]

∂[δ, U ]

)−1

, (14)

where ∂fij
∂[δ,U ] is the row vector of partial derivatives of the flow

on line (i, j) with respect to the network voltages, and ∂[P,Q]
∂[δ,U ]

is the power flow Jacobian. The only nonzero entries in ∂fij
∂[δ,U ]

correspond to the end nodes i and j, so sparse matrix methods
can be used to form sij very efficiently.

A. Specifying control devices

The proposed LAC-MPC program is a QP formulation
which minimizes control deviations from scheduled values
while seeking to reduce line-flow overloads and maintain
power balance across the network. To gain an intuitive un-
derstanding of the solution to this problem, consider a simple
QP which captures the main characteristics of the formulation:

min
x

(x− xsp)⊤Q(x− xsp) (15a)

s.t.

0 = sx− b (15b)

0 = 1⊤x (15c)

where x is the vector of power injections, xsp is the vector of
scheduled injections, Q ≻ 0 is a positive definite weighting
matrix, s is the row vector of ISFs for a given line, b is related
to the desired power flow on that line and 1 is the vector
of ones. The program described by (15) seeks to minimize
changes from scheduled injections (15a), while achieving a
certain line flow (15b) and maintaining power balance (15c).
The Lagrangian for this program is,

L(x, u, v) = x⊤Qx− 2xsp⊤Qx+ xsp⊤Qxsp

− u(sx− b)− v(1⊤x), (16)

3The slack bus injection must make a compensating adjustment to maintain
power balance across the network.
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where u and v are scalar Lagrangian multipliers. The KKT
conditions (∇L = 0) require,

x = xsp +
1

2
Q−1s⊤u+

1

2
Q−11v (17a)

u =
(
s
Q−1

2
s⊤

)−1(
− s

Q−1

2
1v − sxsp + b

)
(17b)

v =
1⊤Q−1

2 s⊤
(
sQ

−1

2 s⊤
)−1(

sxsp − b
)
− 1⊤xsp

1⊤Q−1

2 1− 1⊤Q−1

2 s⊤
(
sQ

−1

2 s⊤
)−1

sQ
−1

2 1
. (17c)

Although (17) has rather involved expressions for the La-
grangian multipliers u and v, the intuition of the solution
vector x is fairly straightforward, particularly if the objective
weighting matrix is the identity, Q = I . Expression (17a)
indicates that the solution will seek to match the scheduled
injections xsp, but each injection will deviate in proportion to
its influence over the flow on the controlled line s⊤u/2, and
all injections will be shifted uniformly by an offset 1v/2 to
ensure power balance.

In meshed networks, typically only a subset of buses have
significant influence over the flow on a specific line. Con-
sequently, the ISF vector s will often have a few dominant
nonzero entries while the remaining entries are all relatively
small. If a bus has a small entry in the ISF vector s for
every line under consideration then varying the injection at
that location will have negligible effect on all the flows of
interest. Such buses can therefore be fixed to their scheduled
injection values and removed from the set of controls. This
idea of ignoring less effective controls, and thereby reducing
the problem size, extends naturally to the MPC formulation.

The process of selecting which resources to include in the
set of controls and which to ignore is undertaken prior to
operation of MPC. Fig. 2 provides an outline of the selection
process. This algorithm runs sequentially for every overloaded
line, with the aim of identifying a subset of devices that
remove the overload while respecting device injection limits.
The final set of controls is the union of those identified for
each individual overloaded line. If system conditions change
significantly during MPC operation, the process reruns to
update the set of controls.

In step 1 of Fig. 2, the minimum and maximum injection
limits of each control device are determined. These limits
should take into account ramp-rate limits and fluctuations in
resources such as renewables and controllable loads.

Step 2 of the process calculates the ISF values for the
overloaded line and then sorts the values from least to greatest
(most negative to most positive) for each line. The outcome of
this process is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a line in the Californian
electric grid. If a certain bus k has a negative ISF value for
line (i, j), then injecting power at bus k and absorbing it at
the slack bus will cause a decrease in the power flowing on
the line from bus i to bus j. The reverse is true for positive
ISF values.

At step 3, a bus is taken from the sorted list and any control
devices at that bus are added to the set of control resources.
The list was arranged in step 2 so that ISF values are sorted
from most negative to most positive. Since the objective of this

1. Get device 

    injection limits

2. Sort buses 

    based on ISF

3. Take next bus

    from sorted list

4. Set injections

    based on ISF

5. Balance 

    injections

6. Return 

    control set

 |s(x-xsp)+f meas| < b
?

1Tx = 0
?No

No

No

Yes Yes

Yes

 |s(x-xsp)+f meas| < b
?

Fig. 2. Process for selecting the set of control devices for each overloaded
line.
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Fig. 3. ISF values ordered from least to greatest, for one particular line in
the Californian network.

process is to identify a reduced set of resources necessary to
resolve line flow overloads while maintaining power balance,
control actions must be balanced between power injections and
withdrawals. To achieve this balance, each subsequent bus is
selected from alternating ends of the list. This helps to ensure
that the most useful control devices are added to the control
set while accounting for power balance.

In step 4, the injection capability of each control device
is set to its minimum or maximum based on the sign of its
ISF value and whether power flow should increase or decrease
from bus i to bus j. The flow condition for overloaded line
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(i, j) is then checked to see whether,

|sij(x− xsp) + fmeasij | < bij , (18)

where sij is the vector of ISF values for line (i, j), x is the
vector of device maximum/minimum injections, fmeasij is the
actual (overloaded) line flow and bij is the maximum allowable
flow. The entries of x include the control devices which are
set to their injection limits and all other devices not in the
control set which are held at their scheduled injections xsp.
The value of bij is based on the line rating,

bij = αf limij , (19)

where α is in the range (0, 1]. Smaller values of α will cause
the control set to be larger since more control capability will
be required to reduce the flow to the tighter limit.

If the flow condition (18) is not satisfied, the process returns
to step 3 and adds an additional bus to the control set. If
the flow condition is satisfied, the power balance condition is
checked. If power balance is achieved within a small tolerance,
the process terminates and a sufficient set of control devices
has been identified. If power balance has not been achieved,
the process moves to step 5, and balances the injections.

In order to balance the power injections at step 5, extra con-
trol devices are added to the control set from the appropriate
(injection or withdrawal) end of the sorted list until power
balance is achieved. The flow condition is then checked once
more. If it is satisfied, the process is terminated. If the flow
condition is not satisfied, the process returns to step 3 and an
additional bus is added to the control set.

By running this process prior to the operation of MPC,
a subset of control devices is identified. Only these control
devices may be adjusted by MPC and all other devices in the
network operate by following their scheduled behavior. This
greatly reduces the number of variables in the MPC problem
allowing much faster solution. As the control selection process
only requires several seconds to operate on a realistically sized
network, the cumulative time savings become significant.

B. Specifying thermal models

Additional time-savings can be achieved during solution
of the MPC optimization by limiting the number of lines
which are represented by thermal models that predict their
temperature behavior. Many lines in the network are far from
their thermal rating and will remain well below their limit
during control actions. If a line does not reach its thermal
limit, the corresponding constraints will never be binding and
consequently can have no effect on the objective cost or control
decisions. Ignoring the thermal dynamics of these lines by not
including them in the MPC formulation will not change the
outcome but significantly reduces the number of constraints
and variables.

At termination of the control set selection process, the
predicted injections xpred of every device in the network have
been identified. The ISF values for every line in the network
are available from (14) and the flow on each line can be
predicted, to first order, using,

fpredij = sij(x
pred − xsp) + fmeasij . (20)

If the measured or predicted flow on a line is sufficiently
close to its rating, it is included in the set of thermally
modeled lines. Otherwise, the line does not receive a thermal
model in MPC. All lines are still modeled in the network
admittance information used in the power flow constraints. As
MPC evolves, the predicted flow on each line is monitored.
If any lines approach their rating they are added to the set of
thermally modeled lines.

C. Power flow reduction

The inclusion of voltage magnitudes and reactive power
in the LAC-MPC formulation causes the set of power flow
constraints expressed by (8a) and (8b) to become a significant
portion of the constraint matrix. Since the power injections of
devices outside the set of controls are fixed to their scheduled
values, many bus injections are determined prior to MPC
operation. Additionally, voltage information is only required
to predict losses on thermally modeled lines and to enforce
voltage magnitude limits. Since voltage magnitudes tend to
be affected locally, voltages remote from the control buses
will typically only experience small fluctuations. Buses with
noncritical voltages and lacking control capabilities can be
eliminated from the power flow constraints using the Kron
network reduction technique [28].

The power flow relationship in expressions (8a) and (8b)
can be written in matrix form as,

[
∂P
∂δ

∂P
∂U

∂P
∂ψ −I 0

∂Q
∂δ

∂Q
∂U

∂Q
∂ψ 0 −I

]
δ
U
ψ
P
Q

 =

[
0
0

]
. (21)

To apply reduction, the rows and columns of the matrix can
be partitioned into two groups. The first group contains all
the variables and constraints which are retained in the LAC-
MPC model while the second group contains the variables
and constraints which are eliminated. The partitioned version
of (21) can be expressed as,[

A11 A12

A21 A22

] [
x1
x2

]
=

[
d1
d2

]
, (22)

where subscript ‘1’ refers to the retained variables and con-
straints and subscript ‘2’ to those that are eliminated. The
variables included in set 2 are terms associated with reduced
buses which are ‘unknown’ in a power flow sense and include
voltage angles at PQ and PV buses, voltage magnitudes at
PQ buses, and reactive power at PV buses. The constraints
included in set 2 are the equations for active and reactive power
at reduced buses. Note that the same number of variables and
constraints are eliminated, so A22 is square.

Applying Kron reduction results in the smaller set of
equations, Aredx1 = dred, with

Ared = A11 −A12A
−1
22 A21, (23a)

dred = d1 −A12A
−1
22 d2. (23b)

Although Kron reduction results in a fairly dense matrix Ared,
the reduction in problem size typically outweighs the fill-in
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Fig. 4. Temperature response of 26/7 Drake ACSR conductor to a step
change in current from 800 A to 1200 A using both nonlinear and linear
models. Test conditions are replicated from Figure 2 of [20].

effects. Small terms in Ared and dred can be set to zero to
reduce fill-in. It is important to note that no accuracy is lost
through the reduction process; the only consequence is that
eliminated voltage magnitudes can no longer be monitored by
MPC.

This power flow reduction coupled with the selection
process for control device and line thermal models results
in a drastically reduced problem size and vastly improved
solution speed. These effects are discussed in the example of
Section V-C.

V. DEMONSTRATION

A. Thermal model validation

To demonstrate the linearized temperature model (7a), the
case-study from Figure 2 in [20] has been reproduced. A 26/7
Drake ACSR conductor undergoes a step change in current
from 800 amps to 1200 amps. The actual change in conductor
temperature is simulated using the true nonlinear dynamical
model with 60 second Euler integration steps. Starting from
81°C, it rises to 128°C, as shown by the solid blue curve in
Fig. 4.

The linear model (7a) was subjected to the same step change
in current. The coefficients τij and ρij are determined at
the steady-state conditions prior to the step change using the
technique presented in Section III-D of [22] and assuming a
60 second time-step. The coefficients in µij are not incorpo-
rated into the test since ambient conditions do not change,
but they could be determined similarly. The thermal behavior
predicted by the linear model is shown as the dashed green
curve in Fig. 4.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that both models predict very
similar behavior near the linearization conditions. However,
the linear model cannot fully describe the variation of re-
sistance and heat transfer with temperature. To minimize the
influence of these errors, the dynamics of (7a) are linearized at
the current rating of the conductor allowing MPC to accurately

TABLE I
TWO-BUS NETWORK PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Units
Sampling Time, Ts 60 s
3-phase power base 100 MVA
Line-to-line base voltage 230 kV
Line length 14.5 mi
Line reactance, Xij 0.042 pu
Line shunt susceptance, Bij 0.088 pu
Thermal rating, f limij 303 MVA
Ambient Temperature, Tamb 35 °C
Wind speed, angle, vw∠θw 0.61, π/2 m/s, rads
Conductor diameter, Dij 24.2 mm
Heat capacity, mCp,ij 958 J/m-°C
Ampacity, Ilimij 760 A
Resistance per unit length 113.5 µΩ/m
Temperature limit, T lim

ij 86 °C
Temperature coefficient, τij 0.886 -
Loss coefficient, ρij 0.063 °C-m/W
Solar heat gain rate, qs,ij 22.5 W/m

slack

(a)

slack

(b)

Fig. 5. Steady-state conditions with a) capacitor connected and b) capacitor
disconnected.

predict the thermal behavior of transmission lines near their
limit.

Although the concept of a thermal time constant is not
directly applicable to the nonlinear model of thermal behavior,
it can provide intuition regarding the results. Assuming an
exponential curve, the time constant denotes the time required
to achieve 63% of the change from the initial temperature to
the final value. For the example of Fig. 4, the time constant
is 13.4 minutes.

B. Comparing dc and linearized ac models

The benefits of using a linearized ac power flow description
and the loss model of Section III-C are easily highlighted
using a simple two bus power system. A constant load with
100 MVAr capacitive compensation is supplied by a single
transmission line strung with 24/7 Peacock ACSR conductor.
The network parameters are given in Table I and the steady-
state condition is shown in Fig. 5a. The losses are 4.80 MW,
and the transmission line temperature settles at 88.2°C.

To disrupt the steady-state conditions, the load bus capacitor
is disconnected from the system. The slack generator responds
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to the loss of 90.7 MVAr to balance the network. Both a dc
model and a linearized ac model predict the new steady-state
voltages and losses. The dc model ignores reactive power
and predicts that voltage conditions remain unchanged. The
linearized ac formulation of (8a)-(8b) predicts that the load
voltage magnitude drops to 0.911 pu and the voltage angle
changes to −7.22 degrees.

The voltage predictions of both the dc and linearized ac
models are utilized to estimate the new steady-state losses.
The dc model uses the piecewise-linear formulation from
Section III-B in [22] to describe losses in terms of the
squared angle difference. The model discretizes the absolute
angle difference across the line into 20 segments of width
0.728 degrees. The linearized ac model predicts losses using
the formulation from Section III-C in this work. The (eight)
additional voltage cases required for this formulation lie on a
circle with radius 0.02 pu around the pre-contingency voltage
case.

Although the dc model predicts that voltages remain un-
changed, it estimates the new losses to be 4.39 MW instead
of remaining at 4.80 MW. This underestimation results from
ignoring the off-nominal voltage and reactive power flow
which increase losses. The linearized ac model predicts that
the new losses are 6.22 MW. The actual change in voltage
and losses is found using a power flow and the results are
presented in Fig. 5b.

The actual temperature change of the transmission line is
determined using the power flow losses and the nonlinear
thermal dynamics. The response is shown by the solid black
curve of Fig. 6, where the capacitor is disconnected at minute
five. The losses given by the dc and linearized ac (LAC)
models are used to predict the thermal response, with the
results given by the dashed curves of Fig. 6. The linearized ac
estimation of losses is much closer to the actual losses than
the dc estimation and provides a good approximation4 of the
thermal response. The dc method actually predicts a drop in
temperature rather than a rise as it ignores reactive power and
underestimates the losses.

This simple example highlights the importance of incorpo-
rating reactive power and voltage magnitudes into the MPC
formulation. A dc implementation could predict that a trans-
mission line is secure, even though emergency intervention
is actually required. Such erroneous operation could later
necessitate more extreme control action or lead to equipment
damage or unnecessary tripping if the conductors reached
a sufficiently high temperature. A linearized ac formulation
avoids this situation by anticipating the temperature rise and
directing the controller to take corrective actions immediately
following the contingency.

C. Large network demonstration

1) Case-study description: To demonstrate the performance
of the LAC-MPC formulation on a realistically sized network,
a model of the California (CA) transmission grid was obtained
together with hourly generation and load data. The model has

4The error in the linearized ac prediction of losses will be corrected through
the feedback inherent in the MPC process.
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Fig. 6. Temperature response of the transmission line in Fig. 5 due to capacitor
disconnection at minute five. The predictions of linear models based on dc
and linearized ac (LAC) techniques are compared to the actual response.

4259 nodes, 5867 lines/transformers, 2029 traditional and re-
newable generators and 1443 loads. Ten energy storage devices
were added to the network using the approach described in
[29]. To respect the limited use of storage in realistic networks,
the cumulative power capacity of the storage devices was 0.5%
of the generation capacity.

Modeling temperature behavior on transmission lines re-
quires the use of detailed information regarding line length
and conductor type. This information was not available for
the CA network and was estimated based on the resistance,
power rating and voltage base of each line.

A line trip during the morning ramp period causes an
overload and initiates MPC operation. The overloaded line
uses 30/7 Lark ACSR conductor with power flow at 138%
of its normal rating immediately following the contingency.
Without control intervention, the line temperature rises from
2°C below its rated value to 12°C above its rated value in four
minutes and trips out of service.

During the first five minutes of operation, MPC seeks to
limit thermal overloads while nominally following the pre-
contingency schedule defined by the ac economic dispatch al-
gorithm of [30]. After five minutes, a secure post-contingency
dispatch becomes available and the new schedule is provided
to MPC as its reference. MPC uses a prediction horizon of
M = 10 steps and a time-step duration of Ts = 1 minute.
As a comparison, the “human operator” equivalent controller
from Section IV-B of [23] is also employed to approximate
operator response. This controller penalizes power flow rating
violations but does not predict temperature behavior.

The objective coefficients for the MPC and approximate
human controllers are given in Table II. The high penalty
applied to load reduction indicates that the controller should
only utilize demand response if it is absolutely necessary.
Additionally, the approximate human controller tends to ignore
storage.

As mentioned in Section IV, solving the QP defined by
LAC-MPC can be computationally challenging for large net-
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TABLE II
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS

Term MPC Human
∆T̂ij 1 –
pGn 100 0.01
qGn 0.1 –
En 100 0.01

U+
n , U−

n 1000 –
∆pGn 0.05 0.05
pcurRn 0.15 0.5
predDn 10,000 20,000

pSc,n, pSd,n 0.2 1000
ψij 0.01 0.1
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Fig. 7. Maximum temperature overload T̂ij response in the CA network for
various control schemes.

works. In this case study, multiple implementations of MPC
were compared using different levels of control-set reduction.
The algorithm developed in Section IV-A was employed with
various values of α in (19) to explore how reducing the
retained set of controls affected the ability of LAC-MPC
to respond to disturbances. For base-line comparison, the
full network complete with all controllable devices was also
considered.

Transmission lines with measured or predicted power flows
within 70% of their rating were assigned thermal models
within MPC. This resulted in 20 transmission lines having
thermal models in all MPC implementations.

2) Thermal response: Separate tests were undertaken for
six different control implementations: base-line (full network),
the reduced control set with α ∈ {0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.9}, and
the approximate human operator. In accordance with the
interactions outlined in Fig. 1, the controller guides the net-
work response for at least 14 minutes and terminates once
all physical line flows are within 2% of their rating. The
maximum temperature of any overloaded line during this
process is shown in Fig. 7. No lines outside the thermally
modeled set exceeded their power rating at any time.

Each of the LAC-MPC controllers successfully directs the
network through the contingency and toward the updated
economic dispatch once it becomes available after five minutes
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Fig. 8. Cost of implemented controls u[0|k] at each time-step for various
control schemes.

of operation. The approximate human controller is unable
to suppress the initial temperature rise prior to the updated
dispatch, and the overloaded line trips due to unacceptable
heating.

In this example, a small amount of load reduction is nec-
essary in addition to the other control options. Although it is
expensive, MPC employs a small amount of demand response
to satisfy the requirement that thermal overloads be minimized
by the end of the prediction horizon. This small adjustment
effectively limits the rapid initial temperature increase. The
approximate human controller has no terminal requirement
on overloads and does not recognize this need for demand
response.

The LAC-MPC formulation with control across the full
network attains the best temperature profile in Fig. 7. The
reduced formulations with α ∈ {0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.9} remain
close to this trajectory and attain very similar performance
to each other during the first five minutes. The variation in
temperature at minute six is a result of MPC’s balancing
actions as network devices outside of the available control
set rapidly move toward their new economic set-points.

Smaller values of α require greater control effort to satisfy
(19), resulting in MPC retaining control over a larger number
of devices. Hence, as α decreases, the control decisions more
closely resemble those of MPC with access to the full network.
When α reaches 0.59 in this example, all devices in the
network are included in MPC’s control set. If α is too large,
insufficient control is attained and MPC may have difficulty
removing all thermal overloads by the end of the prediction
horizon.

3) Control cost: Fig. 8 shows the objective cost of the
controls implemented on the physical network at each time-
step. Again, smaller values of α allow MPC to more closely
match the base-line where the entire network is controlled.
Only a relatively small number of devices have meaningful
influence on the overloaded line as indicated by the injection
shift factors in Fig. 3. Values of α between 0.65 and 0.7
include all devices within the peaks at either end of the sorted
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TABLE III
COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF LAC-MPC ON THE CA CASE-STUDY

Version Num. Bus Mean Sol. Time (s)
full 4259 314
α = 0.6 1569 488
α = 0.65 934 324
α = 0.7 470 10
α = 0.9 379 20

ISF list for the overloaded line in this test. Below this value,
the control set grows very rapidly for small changes in α
because any additional devices have very limited influence on
the line flow.

The control costs in Fig. 8 when α is 0.7 or 0.9 are very sim-
ilar. For α values in this range, controls obtained by decreasing
α are effective but expensive and are not significantly utilized
by MPC. Alternatively, decreasing α from 0.7 to 0.65 adds
cheap but less effective controls. This allows MPC to decrease
its costs by balancing the network with less expensive actions
as evidenced in Fig. 8, but does not significantly change the
temperature response of the overloaded line in Fig. 7.

4) Voltage monitoring: Another benefit of utilizing a lin-
earized ac formulation of MPC is the ability to manage voltage
violations. LAC-MPC permits small voltage limit violations
using the soft constraints of (10) if they are necessary for
feasibility. Alternatively, unacceptable voltage violations are
quickly detected and can be eliminated. This type of response
is not possible in a dc formulation.

Bus voltages across the network are monitored each time
MPC requires updated information about the state of the
system. In this demonstration, low voltages are experienced
after the first control action of the LAC-MPC formulations
operating on the full network and with α = 0.6, and also for
the approximate human controller. The voltage drop is larger
than predicted by MPC at a peripheral bus and results in a 5%
low voltage violation. Both MPC methods detect the violation
and correct it in the following time-step. The approximate
human controller is based on a dc power flow and does not
recognize the violation, allowing it to persist. The LAC-MPC
methods with smaller control sets do not experience any low
voltage conditions.

Slight high voltage violations are experienced outside the
control set of all reduced LAC-MPC formulations after the
secure dispatch is introduced. The violations are insignificant
at less than 0.7% and the buses are not added to the control set
of MPC. If the violations were more severe, the buses could be
added to the control set allowing the voltages to be considered
in formulating subsequent control actions.

5) Solution speed: For each of the LAC-MPC control im-
plementations, Table III provides the number of retained buses
and the average solution time required to solve the QP using
Gurobi [31]. It is interesting to note that reducing the size of
the QP by limiting the number of buses in the control set does
not always result in a time reduction. This behavior is partially
due to the fill-in effects of reducing the power flow constraints
for the smaller α values. The sparsity of the full network
equations is lost as constraints are eliminated. However, when
enough constraints and variables are eliminated, the benefits

of reducing the problem size outweigh the fill-in effects. For
instance, the solution time when α is in the range of 0.7 to
0.9 is sufficiently rapid that computations could fit into the
60 second control window. That is not the case for the full
network. The increase in solution time when α increases from
0.7 to 0.9 is a result of feasibility challenges. The control set
when α = 0.9 is just sufficient to provide feasibility, whereas
the larger control set when α = 0.7 provides greater flexibility
and finds a solution more easily.

For large networks where solution speed is a concern,
several options are available. The control set and the resulting
problem size can be reduced using the techniques presented
in this work without significant loss of control capability. A
second option is to increase the time-step duration Ts.

VI. CONCLUSION

Incorporating voltage magnitudes and reactive power into
MPC-based corrective control improves the accuracy of the
control predictions and is able to limit the severity of con-
ductor temperature rise following a contingency. Additionally,
a model reduction process allows MPC to be applied to
large networks. This is demonstrated on a 4259-bus model of
the Californian electricity grid. Model reduction significantly
reduces the solution time of the controller, allowing real-time
implementation.

Further work will examine the ability of MPC to handle
contingencies which lead to voltage collapse due to trans-
former tapping and reactive power deficiencies. Additionally,
the reserve requirements necessary to operate MPC over a
variety of contingencies will be investigated. Ensuring that
sufficient reserves are available for MPC to provide reliability
could allow power systems to operate under a corrective rather
than preventive security paradigm. This would reduce the
economic costs inherent in maintaining N − 1 security.
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